Health & Science
Lesson Plan

Central Question:

What do teenagers need to know about diabetes?

Directions:

1. Use Teen Health & Wellness at www.teenhealthandwellness.com to search for the term “diabetes” and review the list of search results.

2. In the KWL graphic organizer that appears on the back of this page, fill in the following Central Question: “What do teenagers need to know about diabetes?”

3. Use your search results from Teen Health & Wellness to complete the rest of the chart.

4. Once you have completed the chart, use your information to create a brochure for teenagers about diabetes that could be used in a doctor’s office.

This lesson plan can be used with any physical or mental health issue covered in Teen Health & Wellness. View the full list of subjects here: www.teenhealthandwellness.com/browseaz.

Lesson plan created by Leah Jensen, Instructional Technology and Library Services, Oakland Unified School.
Below, write your central question that you will use your research to answer.

| Central Question: __________________________________________________________________________________ |
| What I Know | What I Need to Find Out |
| Cite sources here (articles to support your argument) |